Programming: Ask An Author Series
Assignment(s): Watch the Ask an Author Series and answer the questions below.

Have you read a book by any of the authors included in today’s Ask an Author series?

1. NO: Research the person you are most interested in after watching the series. Identify at least one piece of writing you would like to read by that person. Explain your choice.

2. YES: Identify the book and provide a summary of the plot. Consider the following questions:
   • Did the author answer any questions that helped you better understand the book?
   • Are there any questions that you would ask the author?
   • Fiction Work
     o If you could make one change to the plot or conclusion of the book, what would it be and why?
   • Non-fiction Work
     o What information did you find most helpful?
     o Did the author answer any questions that helped you better understand the book?
     o If a next edition of the book were to be release, what additional information would you suggest?

Authors Included:
• Caman Agra-Deedy
• Kwame Alexander
• Sophie Blackall
• Juan Felipe Herrera
• Chef Edward Lee
• Lizzie Rockwell
• Jacqueline Woodson
• Rita Williams-Garcia